
Sunday 29th July 
Another earlier start as we had to travel from the province of Cusco to the province of 
Puno.  This involved travelling a distance of 284 miles and meant a 10 hour journey.  This 
was met with mixed reactions from the group, some JoLters only too happy to use the time 
for sleep  and 'chill' time whilst others, not too keen on travelling on coaches, saw the day 
ahead as one long challenge.
As it was the day passed quicker than expected, as we left the city of Cusco we entered 
the countryside, the road initially hugging the riverbank before climbing higher and higher. 
Evidence of the Inca's could be seen on route, although most of the JoLters snoozed and 
tried to recharge their batteries after an exhausting two and a half weeks. Those that didn't 
played cards, wrote postcards and finally dipped into their books.


The journey was also broken into sections with three stops along the way.  We stopped at 
a small village and stood spell bound in their church (St Peter's), almost blinded by the 
gold leafed carved cedar wood.  We then moved onto Raqchi and saw evidence of where 
in pre inca history ceramics were made. We were glad we were not Spanish as our guide 
was very passionate as he spoke of the Spanish destroying the village and ransacking 
their treasures.  We were certain he gave any Spanish visitors a hard time! 
Lunch was very near to the ceramic centre and the JoLters enjoyed the buffet, they may 
have been expecting the group of 32 but perhaps not prepared for reaction of JoLters 
faced with strawberry and chocolate ice cream, the waiters were run ragged trying to 
replace one empty bowl after another.   
A big lunch with the sun warm on our faces ensured another 
snooze for most of the JoLters, only stirring when we 
reached La Raya which was the highest point (4388 
metres)of the pass. The scenery spectacular with snow 
capped mountains and blue small lakes. 
A quick stop at a small museum broke the afternoon journey 
where we saw carvings and some of the tools used by the 
Inca's, even a bowl used to catch the head during a human 
sacrifice.
As boredom levels grew amongst the JoLters we spent the 
latter part of the journey engaged in a quiz where the Jolters wrestled with questions from 
'what did the Barbie doll get in 2000 that she hadn't had before' and ' what is the most 



popular drink in the world'.  Alan's team including Josh G, Josh Ga and Joseph Mu won by 
only one point with Andy's team in close pursuit.   
We finally arrived at Puno, an elevation of 3827 metres and since it was a two night stop it 
gave us chance for a proper sort out and a chance to do laundry. An early night followed.


